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although to the casual eye all british tanks of world war i look much the same
the mark v is quite outstanding and has a strong claim to be the tank that won
the great war in this title renowned tank expert david fletcher examines the
technological developments that made this tank excel where others had failed
and the reasons why it gave the british the upper hand over the germans on the
battlefield and why it was adopted by the us tank corps accompanied by detailed
artwork showing the design changes that allowed the mark v to breach the
widest german trenches this title is an excellent resource for the study of the
armour of world war i

Marine Corps Aviation
1977

magnificent mahogany hulled runabouts with growling inboard engines deliver
high speed thrills as they slice the waves this fabulous color volume examines
the engines hull development and styling of chris craft gar wood lyman century
dodge sea lyon and hackercraft runabouts from the period just prior to wwi
through the swingin 60s this book features restored and factory original
examples of the stylish creations that became the sports cars of the nautical set
in the enthusiast color series tony previously co authored chris craft 1922 1972
0 7603 0920 5

Mark V Tank
2012-06-20

the aim of the liberty was to standardize aircraft engine design the theory was to
have an engine design that could be built in several sizes and thus power
airplanes for any purpose from training to bombing the differences in sizes
would be obtained by using different numbers of cylinders in the same design a
large number of other parts would also be used in common by all resulting sizes
of the engine series the initial concept called for four six eight and 12 cylinder
models an x 24 version was built experimentally and one and two cylinder
models were built for testing purposes the engine design eventually saw use on
land sea and in the air and its active military career spanned the years 1917 to
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1960 in addition it provided noble service in a multitude of civilian uses and still
does even today some 90 years after the first engine ran this book covers the
complete history of the liberty s design production and use in amazing detail and
includes appendices covering contracts testing specifications and much more

Bibliography of Aeronautics
1917

政治哲学者 思想史家の四エッセイ 選択の自由と人間的責任を強調し 決定論と相対主義に批判を加える

Address of ... Mayor ...
1877

a best seller and winner of the antique automobile club of america s prestigious
thomas mckean award the golden age of the american racing car emphasizes the
human side of racing history offering insight into the men who shaped the
golden age covering a period of time from the 1910s through the 1930s the book
describes the historical development of race car technology and presents
fascinating information on race courses designers builders drivers and events
racing pioneers covered include fred duesenberg louis chevrolet harry miller leo
goossen and fred offenhauser

City document
1877

the untold almost unbelievable story of the daring pilots who risked their lives in
an unprecedented air race in 1919 and put american aviation on the map years
before charles lindbergh s flight from new york to paris electrified the nation a
group of daredevil pilots most of them veterans of the world war i brought
aviation to the masses by competing in the sensational transcontinental air race
of 1919 the contest awakened americans to the practical possibilities of flight
yet despite its significance it has until now been all but forgotten in the great air
race journalist and amateur pilot john lancaster finally reclaims this landmark
event and the unheralded aviators who competed to be the fastest man in
america his thrilling chronicle opens with the race s impresario brigadier
general billy mitchell who believed the nation s future was in the skies mitchell s
contest critics called it a stunt was a risky undertaking given that the dh 4s and
fokkers the contestants flew were almost comically ill suited for long distance
travel engines caught fire in flight crude flight instruments were of little help in
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clouds and fog and the brakeless planes were prone to nosing over on landing
yet the aviators possessed an almost inhuman disregard for their own safety
braving blizzards and mechanical failure as they landed in remote cornfields or
at the edges of cliffs among the most talented were belvin the flying parson
maynard whose dog trixie shared the rear cockpit with his mechanic and john
donaldson a war hero who twice escaped german imprisonment jockeying
reporters made much of their rivalries and the crowds along the race s route
exploded with everyday americans eager to catch their first glimpse of airplanes
and the mythic birdmen who flew them the race was a test of endurance that
many pilots didn t finish some dropped out from sheer exhaustion while others
betrayed by their engines or their instincts perished for all its tragedy lancaster
argues the race galvanized the nation to embrace the technology of flight a
thrilling tale of men and their machines the great air race offers a new origin
point for commercial aviation in the united states even as it greatly expands our
pantheon of aviation heroes

The Bulletin of the Airplane Engineering
Department, U.S.A.
1918

from the preface this book was required as a former professor of military history
at the american military university amu and a retired usaf colonel i wanted to
teach a course on the effects of fighter aviation in war in addition i wanted to
create a course that was a hands on approach to fighter aviation history having
flown usaf fighters for more than 20 years i felt i had a good working knowledge
of fighter aviation but when i researched the subject i found i would have to ask
my students to read scores of books to provide the background they would need
there was no single source book that covered everything i wanted to cover i
determined to write that book i wanted to write a straightforward book in plain
language that would not bore fighter pilots and at the same time that would be
simple enough to be attractive to laymen as well as air power historians that is
what i have done i have covered some detailed thoughts about fighter flying in
what southern americans might call biscuits and gravy language the overriding
premise of the text is that the fighter has been the key element in the air power
equation and continues in that role today although this role may be changing
with the advent of good reliable beyond visual range air to air missies this view
has not been universally held over the years however it is a view that has been
held by fighter pilots since the advent of the fighter more and more historians
are beginning to support this view table of contents world war i fighter
development between wars the air wars between world wars fighter
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development in world war ii the korean war the fighter in the vietnam war the
arab israeli wars the india pakistani conflicts the air war in the falklands soviet
experience in afghanistan the persian gulf war the future summary and
conclusions appendices definitions
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